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Understanding extinction drivers in a human-dominated world is necessary
to preserve biodiversity. We provide an overview of Quaternary extinctions
and compare mammalian extinction events on continents and islands after
human arrival in system-specific prehistoric and historic contexts. We highlight the role of body size and life-history traits in these extinctions. We find
a significant size-bias except for extinctions on small islands in historic times.
Using phylogenetic regression and classification trees, we find that while
life-history traits are poor predictors of historic extinctions, those associated
with difficulty in responding quickly to perturbations, such as small litter
size, are good predictors of prehistoric extinctions. Our results are consistent
with the idea that prehistoric and historic extinctions form a single continuing event with the same likely primary driver, humans, but the diversity of
impacts and affected faunas is much greater in historic extinctions.

1. Background
Mammal faunas around the globe are depauperate today. As recently as the
Late Pleistocene, ecosystems contained some of the largest land mammals
ever to walk the earth [1]. The timing and intensity of the extinction differed,
but by the terminal Pleistocene all continental landmasses had suffered a
significantly size-biased extinction [2,3]. The loss of species has continued in
recent times, with island faunas being particularly vulnerable [4].
Late Quaternary extinctions were unique in several important respects. First,
the size selectivity was extreme when compared with previous extinction pulses
[2,5]; over the past 65 Ma, large body size does not make mammals more vulnerable to extinction [6,7] except in the terminal Pleistocene and the present [8].
Second, this size bias was present within mammalian orders as well as across
all mammals, suggesting that the extinction could not be explained solely by
shared ecological and life-history traits [2]. Finally, on every continent, extinctions happened after the arrival of humans and not always at a time of
changing climate [3,9].
Several hypotheses have been proposed to explain the megafaunal extinction,
including human hunting [10], climate change and community disassembly [11],
removal of keystone species [12], hyperdisease [13], synergy between anthropogenic and climate impacts [14], and a comet [15]. Except for human hunting,
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Figure 1. Classification trees for prehistoric and historic extinctions on continents, large and small islands. Historic trees are pruned to the least complex tree (i.e. not
following the one-standard error rule) owing to low support (electronic supplementary material, figure S4). Colour of terminal leaves indicates dominance by either
extant (green) or extinct (blue) taxa. mo, months.

all of these hypotheses require large mammals to be intrinsically more vulnerable to extinction in order to account for the
striking size bias.
Here, we provide an overview of Quaternary extinctions
and examine the role of life history on mammalian extinctions
on both continents and islands. We compare prehistoric and
historic extinctions to determine if they resulted from similar
drivers. We define ‘prehistoric’ as extinctions that occurred in
the Late Pleistocene and Holocene (50– 2 kBP), but prior to
the spread of Europeans and/or major cultural shifts in situ
(e.g. Japan). ‘Historic’ is defined as extinctions occurring
after the spread of Europeans and their associated commensal species (i.e. 1500– 1950 AD). Because the timing
of the extinctions and the timing of human arrival and
cultural changes varied, prehistoric/historic designations
are made individually for each system. We ask whether the
size selectivity of the extinctions is similar across continents,
large islands and small islands, and whether prehistoric
extinctions show similar life-history signatures to more
recent extinctions.

2. Material and Methods
(a) Data
Species lists and body size data for five continents and seven
large islands (electronic supplementary material, table S1) were
taken from an updated version of Smith et al. [16]. Data for
South American megafauna were revised using updated information from Barnosky & Lindsey [14]. Species lists and body
sizes for species on small islands (n ¼ 31) were compiled from
a variety of literature sources (electronic supplementary material, table S1). The size cut-off for small islands was set at less
than 40 000 km2, which coincides with a small, but natural
break in the distribution of our island areas. Islands were also
categorized as continental or oceanic, and analyses were rerun
to evaluate the effects of island classification. Taxonomic information was standardized using a global phylogeny of Late
Quaternary mammals [17]. Life-history and ecological data for
extant species were taken from panTHERIA [18] and Ernest
[19]. Life history of extinct mammals and missing data for extant
mammals were estimated, using regressions on body size (electronic supplementary material, table S2). Ecological traits for
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extinct mammals and missing data for extant mammals were
estimated using ancestral character state reconstruction [20]. We
explored 12 ecological and life-history traits: trophic level, life
habit (terrestrial, arboreal, volant), gestation length (months),
newborn mass (g), weaning age (months), weaning mass (g), age
at first reproduction (months), maximum lifespan (months), litter
size, litters per year, home range (km2) and population density
(n km22). Continuous variables were log-transformed before
analysis. Body size was not included in analyses evaluating life
history and extinction risk, because some life-history data were
estimated using body size.

(b) Statistical analyses
We employed classification trees and random forests to model the
relationship between ecological and life-history traits and extinction risk. This approach is particularly well-suited because it
accommodates nonlinear behaviours among variables and
allows for complex interactions among intercorrelated variables
[8,21,22]. Unless noted elsewhere, classification trees were
pruned to the least complex tree with cross-validated error
within that of the lowest-error tree (the one-standard error rule)
[21]. We used the R packages ‘rpart’ and ‘randomForest’ to construct the models. Body size distributions and trait distributions
identified as important by the random forests were compared
between extinct and extant mammals for each landmass and
time category. Species present on multiple landmasses were
recorded only once and species that went extinct on one landmass,
but were extant on another were excluded from further analyses
(see the electronic supplementary material). To evaluate whether
phylogenetic autocorrelation was an important driver of our
results, we used a multivariate phylogenetic logistic regression to
control for phylogeny while evaluating the relationship between

extinction risk and life-history traits [23]. Ecological traits were
not included in this analysis, because missing data were estimated
using the phylogeny. Analyses were performed separately for
historical and prehistoric extinctions on continents, large islands
and small islands.

3. Results and discussion
We find that large mammals are more prone to extinction
during the Late Quaternary (electronic supplementary
material, figure S1). This is true for both historic and prehistoric
extinctions, but the effect size decreases considerably in historic
extinctions (electronic supplementary material, table S3). The
time-transgressive nature of the size bias suggests that these
extinctions, both prehistoric and historic, are part of a single
prolonged event [24]. This consistency, combined with findings that large body size does not correlate with higher
extinction risk outside the Quaternary [6,7], and the timing of
the extinctions after human arrival [3], suggests that either
large-bodied mammals are selectively targeted by humans
when they enter a new area, that large-bodied mammals are
more vulnerable to human impacts [25], or both.
We find a consistent and important role of life history
across landmasses (figure 1), with similar results for continental and oceanic islands (electronic supplementary material,
figure S2). Although the trait with the most explanatory
power is not always the same (figure 1 and electronic supplementary material, figure S3), the values of the traits
associated with survival indicate increased ‘resilience’, that
is the ability to recover from perturbation. For example, species
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Table 1. Model statistics for classiﬁcation trees and random forests. Accuracy represents the proportion of faunas correctly identiﬁed as either extant or extinct
(and associated statistical signiﬁcance). Null accuracy is the expectation of overall accuracy, given the structure of the data. Speciﬁcity and sensitivity are the
proportions of species correctly identiﬁed as extant and extinct, respectively. Cohen’s Kappa evaluates agreement between model output and true values, with a
correction for agreement by random chance. Low values (close to 0) indicate agreement by chance whereas high values (closer to 1) indicate agreement in
excess of chance. Signiﬁcance value for Kappa reﬂects only the Kappa statistic (not the overall model).
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Table 2. Multiple phylogenetic logistic regression of extinction risk against life history traits. * indicates predictors that are signiﬁcant at the 0.05 level.
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Table 2. (Continued.)
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Figure 2. Density plots of most important life-history traits predicting extinction risk identified by random forests (electronic supplementary material, figure S3).
Blue , extinct; green, extant. For each panel, kernel density estimates were calculated using the same bandwidth for extant and extinct taxa. mo, months.
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